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Gigabit Ethernet interface with embedded lossless data encoder on FPGA
Abstract
This paper proposes high speed data encoder, which is dedicated to encode
data sent by Gigabit Ethernet interface. The main aim of this encoder is not
to achieve high bitrate reduction, but to create the coder, which can be
efficiently implemented on FPGA and easily modified according to different content. This encoder can be added to existing systems and greatly
reduce the network load by a small change in FPGA project design.
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1. Introduction
Some applications, especially in the area of advanced video or
image processing need to capture data from multimedia devices
without any change. Lossy encoded data are useless for testing
new encoders or advanced processing like depth estimation.
Losslessly encoded data is often captured by dedicated devices they can collect data from dedicated high speed interfaces (e.g.
SDI), or be implemented in device (e.g. read data from image
converter). In such solutions, uncompressed data should be stored
on hard disc or sent to external data storage.
The quality of multimedia services in digital telecommunication
network is increasing. Consumers want to have access to data of
high resolution without any distortion like e.g. blocking effect. To
ensure this, telecommunication network and digital device must be
able to process high throughput. To reduce increasing data size,
effective compression methods are commonly in use. Compression increases data throughput however encoders are usually
complex and often constructed as dedicated hardware. Different
data content requires different coding methods – encoders are not
flexible. Dedicated coders have the highest coding efficiency for
specific data content and are the best solution when the data content is constant. Almost always coding content are unchanged but
some applications, especially in research purposes, need another
approach.
Lossy encoders are commonly used to deliver multimedia data.
Differences between original and decoded data are insignificant
for consumer, and encoder can greatly improve compression
efficiency by skipping this insignificant information. Some special
applications need lossless encoders. These encoders are commonly
known and used, but their coding efficiency is lower and the
computational complexity is still high.
This paper contains an idea of Gigabit Ethernet interface with
lossless encoder implementation as was shown in Fig. 1. The main
aim of this work is not to reduce bitrate significantly, but to create
flexible encoder for different content, which can be efficiently
implemented on FPGA. The created coder can work with different
interfaces but adaptation of coding method applies only interfaces
which divide input stream into packages. The coder can be modified by adding or removing coding algorithms – can be adjusted to
data included in the data stream. The paper contains testing results
of the proposed system.

Fig. 1. Sending data encoder in FPGA

2. Ethernet interface
Ethernet interface is not designed for a specific data content. It
can transmit different data in the same time and can connect different devices into one network. For these reasons this solution is
so popular and flexible for different purposes. Ethernet is commonly used in FPGA devices because it can replace some dedicated interfaces[1]. Many applications can use the same interface,
what can reduce time needed to make a new project. High
throughput and content transparency make it perfect for testing the
described encoder.
The package transmitted by the network can use various protocols which provide different features. Ethernet interface, which
provides all possible options in FPGA device, would be too complex and in large part unused.
We propose to implement Ethernet interface as simple as possible. Our interface uses only one protocol – UDP[2] and can send
and receive package only from one device in the network (from
one IP[3] and one MAC address[1]). It has on advantage – every
received and sent packet can have different length. Architecture of
the proposed Ethernet interface was shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Ethernet interface – block diagram

The data is coming to FPGA device from network through special interface which is independent from the transmission medium
– GMII or RGMII ([Reduced] Gigabit Media-Independent Interface[4]). First part of Ethernet Interface splits the stream into two
independent parts – received and currently being sent. The re-
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ceived part is divided into smaller parts. Each module verifies
consequent protocol. Some important fields (e.g. MAC address,
higher layer protocol) are checked and if the value is the same as
the expected value, the header is removed and data is sent to the
next part. The data leaving Ethernet interface is UDP data. The
sending module uses a different approach – the headers of all
layers are created by one common module. To fill all headers one
additional information is needed – the data length. This information is known once the last byte of sending packet is received.
For these reason first sending module holds the data in buffer and
calculates size of the packet. When the packet is completed, two
pieces of information (length and data) are available for the next
module. The next module adds the headers and completed packet
is sent to the network by (R)GMII.
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performed without using many buffers. This solution is shown in
Fig. 4. First, data is saved into input buffer. Next, packets are
coded through all available paths. There is no need to remember
all coded data because only the size of data is important. FPGA
synthesers can remove parts of encoders because output data ports
are used only to count the returned data size. When all encoders
finish encoding, the best path is selected. This information is used
in the next step when the same packet is coded by a chosen path
and sent into the network.

3. Coding tree
In order to provide encoder flexibility, the encoder was implemented as a coding tree which is shown in Fig. 3. Each packet sent
in the network is coded independently and can use a different
coding algorithm. Coding tree uses the solutions which can be
efficiently implemented in FPGA – as the encoder should be a
module without large complex parts. If the coded packet being
coded contains data unable to compress using available encoders,
it is sent without compression. This way the coding tree never
increases the data stream even if it has limited number of encoders
to choose. The proposed encoder works as a module which codes
only the package whose size can be decreased by used coding
algorithms. Information about the chosen path was added to the
stream as a first byte.

Fig. 4. Encoder implementation block diagram

Input buffer can work independently with three packets: the first
is written into memory, the second is read by part of the coding
tree which chooses the best coding path and the third is coded and
sent into the network. Delays made by input buffers are lower
when the size of input packets is constant. In different cases the
delay is as long as time of processing of the largest packet.

5. Tested encoder

Fig. 3. Encoder coding tree block diagram

Encoders can work more efficiently when the input stream is be
changed by a simple operation like prediction or interlacing. The
first operation is commonly known and often used[5]. Proper
interlacing can be really important for some types of input data.
This can be true when data represents multichannel audio or
comes from image converter (represents bayer matrix). These two
operations are used in some coding paths and can increase coding
efficiency.

4. Coding tree implementation
Encoding tree can be implemented like shown in Fig. 3, but this
architecture is not optimal. Each coded path needs to be written
into a buffer and to wait for the choice of the best path. Only the
best path data is used and sent into the network. This step can be

The tested coding tree implements coding paths able to encode
wide spectrum of input data types. The tested system was shown
in Fig. 1 using dotted line. Data incoming from network was
coded and sent back to the sender. Therefore, data can be sent to
encoder to estimate coding efficiency. The testing device was
sending data by network, receiving and decoding them to check if
the encoder works properly.
In the presented tests, the coding tree used 4 versions of interlacing (without, every second, third or fourth byte), prediction (previous byte subtraction) and five encoders (3 versions of RLC
encoders, exponential Golomb encoder and static Huffman encoder[5][6]).
In Table 1 the synthesis results of basic network components are
shown. As one may see, important modules of our encoder use
only small part of resources. The biggest part (e.g. length adjustment) is not an important part of the encoder and can be implemented in a more efficient way to reduce significantly the overall
size of the encoder.
Tab. 1. Synthesis results for Virtex5 xc5vlx50-2 device
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6. Results
The first part of tests contains only uncompressed high resolution video sequences represented by luminance and two
chrominances. Every test sequence was represented by 100,000
packets, 1kB each. For testing, 21 sequences were used. During
the tests, the encoder had coded two gigabytes of data. The results
were shown in Fig. 5
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Fig. 6. Test results for uncompressed audio

As was presented, uncompressed audio was more difficult to be
compressed efficiently. Many tested files were sent hardly any
size reduction – the encoders in the coding tree reduced the size of
the coded packets but the reduction was not significant, or data
was sent without any compression.

7. Conclusions
The proposed Gigabit Ethernet FPGA interface with lossless
data encoder can be a useful part of every FPGA device with highspeed interfaces. The presented results show significant throughput reduction with the use of simple encoders on FPGA and
stream packetization. The path without encoders ensures that
incompressible data will not be larger than originally. In more
than half tested sequences, the compression ratio was higher than
2, so compressed data from stereo-camera would be smaller than
stream from the standard (monoscopic) camera. Despite small size
of the encoder, it can provide significant bit stream reduction.
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